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#overview
Wargame is a strategy game for 2 players aged 8 and up. Playing time is roughly 20 minutes.

#goal
Win 7 of the 13 battles, or win 4 adjacent battles.  

#equipment
Each player receives 

• 13 cards numbered 1 to 13.  Higher numbers beat lower numbers with one exception:  the two 
Spies (numbers 1 and 2) beat the Bazooka (number 13) and the Mortar (number 12).  The Spies 
are beaten by all other cards.  

• 3 Traitor cards numbered 9, 8, and 7.  One of these cards can be used to declare the other player’s 
corresponding Shooter to be a Traitor (see “phase two,” below).

• 5 chips.  These are used to switch two cards (see “switching cards,” below).

#gameplay overview
The layout looks like this:

brown line → 

combat zone → 

green line → 

There are two phases:  (1) deployment and (2) battle.  In the deployment phase, Brown lines up on his 
side and Green lines up on his side.  In the battle phase, they clash in the combat zone.

#phase one (deployment)
Choose which player goes first.  This player takes any one of his cards and places it in one of the 13 

places on his side.  The second player then does the same thing, only he does it twice.  Then the first 
player goes twice, and so on, until the second player finishes the process by placing his last remaining 
card.  Players alternate 1-2-2- ... -2-2-1.  
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If it helps, the 13 places can be marked with extra chips, with pennies, or with some other token prior to 
deployment to help keep things lined up.

#checking match-ups
Now check the match-ups -- who’s ahead after phase one?  Check each match-up in turn:  if one card is 

stronger than the other, it wins.  Ties are ties.    

7 13 8 10 2 1 9 11 4 3 6 5 12

* * * * *

* * * * * *

6 1 7 10 4 8 12 11 2 5 13 3 9

In the example above, Brown wins 5 match-ups, 2 are ties, and Green wins 6 match-ups.  Green is 
therefore ahead after phase one.

When checking match-ups, Spies beat the Bazooka and the Mortar.  Also, Shooters are assumed to have 
their stated value.

Whoever is ahead after phase one goes first in phase two.  If the players are tied after phase one, then 
whoever started phase one also starts phase two.  

#choosing a Traitor
After phase one is finished, each player secretly chooses one of his Traitor cards and sets it face down in 

front of him, next to his chips.  He takes his other two Traitor cards and sets them aside, taking care 
not to reveal them to his opponent (they will not be used).  

The card that is chosen identifies which of the other player’s Shooters is a Traitor.  That Shooter can 
then be made to lose its battle in phase two (see “phase two,” below).

#phase two (battle)
There are 13 battles in phase two, comprising both an attack and a defense.  The player designated to go 

first in phase two is the attacker in the first battle.
The attacker goes first, optionally switching two cards (see “switching cards,” below) and then 

advancing one of his cards into the combat zone.  
The defender then responds.  He optionally switches two cards (see “switching cards,” below) and then 

advances one card into the same space just occupied by the attacker’s card (the attack must be met 
head on).  

The higher card typically wins the battle.  Spies beat the Bazooka and the Mortar but are beaten by all 
other cards.  Also, if the two cards are equal, the attacker wins.  

Traitors:
• If one of the cards played corresponds to the Traitor card that was chosen by the other player, that 

card can be made to lose its battle.  
• Example:  Green plays his #9 Shooter against Brown’s 6.  The Traitor card that Brown chose (and 

has face down next to his chips) is the 9.  Brown has the option, therefore, to declare Green’s 
Shooter to be a Traitor.  He does so, revealing his Traitor card and causing the 9 to lose its battle.
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• A player is not obligated to declare a card to be a Traitor even if he has the ability to do so.  Why 
would a player choose not to call out a Traitor?  He might have won the battle already, or he might 
just want to keep his opponent guessing.  If a player chooses not to call out a Traitor at this time, 
however, he cannot later change his mind.

• Note that if both cards are declared to be Traitors, then whichever card would normally win the 
battle does win.

Both cards are left in the combat zone after the battle.  The winning card is placed on top of the losing 
card. 

The winner of one battle goes first in the next.
Example:  Brown attacks by moving one of his cards forward.  It’s a 5 opposite Green’s 4.  It’s an 

important position, so Green pays a chip to switch two cards:  his 6 is now opposite Brown’s 5 and 
his 4 is opposite Brown’s 2.  He advances his 6, winning the battle with Brown’s 5 and putting his 6 
on top.  Green then goes first in the next battle.  

#switching cards
Players each have 5 chips.  Each chip gives them the ability to switch two cards before moving a card 

forward into battle.  This can be done either before attacking or before defending.  
Players simply set aside one of their chips and switch two cards that have not yet been pushed forward 

into battle.  If they are out of chips (if they have already switched five pairs of cards), then they 
cannot switch any more.  

Additionally, if a player has won three adjacent battles, this breaks the other player’s line.  No switching 
may take place across this break -- in order for the other player to make a switch after his line has 
been broken, both cards must be on the same side of the break.  

A A A B B B B

In the example above, Green can no longer switch any of his A cards with any of his B cards.

#game end
As soon as one player either wins 7 total battles or 4 adjacent battles, the game is over.  There can never 

be a tie.

#optional variant
If you’d rather play a perfect information strategy game, take the traitor cards out.  I personally prefer 

the game with the traitors included, but some players may prefer it without them.    
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